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STAilT THE NPII YEAR
OFF RIGHT BY ADVEflTISING
(708) 534-5000 X2140

Please mail namP.s and addresses of Governors State
University Staff/Faculty immediate family member
or Student who are stationed in Saudi Arabia during
the Gulf Cris~s. Names will be collected so that
Care Packages and letters may be T~iled to the
University Community overseas . Mail names and
addresses t o :
Dee Woods or Be t h Harms
GSU Business Office
Informat ion on how you can help will be coming soon .
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Continues to Grow

GSU and Star Papers
to Produce Video
.:brena A Lewis
The Star newspaper and Governors State University have joined
forces to produce a half hour video
newspaper focusing on the south
suburbs.
The pilot, scheduled to air soon.
will be shown over cable stations
in the south and southwest suburbs as well as channel 56, a public
broadcasting channel whose signal
covers Indiana and northwest
Chicago.
Titled "South Suburbs Today,"
the talk format show deals with
current issues affecting the south
suburbs. According to Cheryl
Lambert, a television director in
the Instructional Communications Center, "This production represents an opportunity
to highlight the southern suburbs
as a viable community. Hopefully,
it will enable growth to come to
the area and provide people with
an understanding of what is accomplished here."
A not-for-profit production. the
show's editorial content will stem
from the staff at the Star, who represent the producers and writers
of the show. G.S.U.'s ICC provided

the technical expertise and directing skills needed to tape the pilot.
Lambert noted that the project
was staffed internally from G. .t.:
and a considerable amount of
hours were spent in pre- and postproduction.
Ralph Kruse. the director of
ICC, said the idea to produce this
experimental program originally
came from Richard Parker. the
station manager at Channel 6;
Parker wanted to create a weekly
news program focusing on the
south suburbs.
"Because the show would have
to be externally funded, calls went
out to see if anyone would be interested in funding the program.
Eventually the Star heard about
G.S.U.'s inquiries and a partnership
was formed."
In order for G.S.U. to undertake
this production it was agreed that
the university would incur no outof-pocket expenses. Kruse also
said he hoped that if the project
becomes a success, it will open the
door for long term student
involvement, both in the journalism department (working with
Cont'd. P. 12

February Begins
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UNIVERSITY PARK - In a
year's time, the Campus Community Center has beaten the
odds.
The facility at Governors State
University reverted back to a university operation in 1989 when the
SU!YMCA closed shop after
more than 10 years there.
Many doubted the future sucess of a new facility, recalls Tom
ascenzo, director of the Office of
tudent Life which manages the
enter. However, he was confident
is staff could prove them
ong.
Today the Campus Community
enter has an enrollment of close
o 3.500 persons, Dascenzo says,
roudly. "That's more involveent than the YMCA ever
ealized; even when ·y memrship was at a reduced cost to
SU students, faculty and staff. ..
Most Campus Community Cen-

ter members are Governors State
University students, but Dascenzo
says that's what he hoped would
happen. "This is a university
facility, and when the building was
originally designed the pool, gym,
exercise rooms, relaxation areas
and other amenities were planned
for students," Dascenzo noted.
"We've returned to the original
concept."
That doesn't mean residents
are excluded. Quite the contrary.
Persons 18 and older are welcome
members of the Campus Community Center. Many senior
citizens enjoy the pool. The exercise room with its weight-lifting
machines, Nordic track, exercycles. rowing machines and stair
master are used regularly by all
members, and the gym is a
favorite spot for those who want to
play volleyball or join a pick-up
game of basketball.

Although the Campus Community Center is in the GSU building, Dascenzo says whenever
possible, it is run as a separate entity. It has its own staff, several of
whom worked for the 'Y,' its own
budget and an operating board
that establishes policies.
When the university found itself
in charge of the facilities again,
Dascenzo was given limited funding from the student activity fee
budget to develop a Campus Community Center. He bought new
equipment, including the exercise
equipment, and umbrella tables
and a special needs ladder for the
pool so that persons with limited
mobility could get in and out of the
water more easily.
The Olympic-size pool was
cleaned, painted and repaired.
New lights were installed, and the
shower areas and locker rooms
Cont'd.P.6
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administrator participated in a
fact-finding mission to Russia, he
noted. Another worked and hosted
a national teleconference that
brought nationally known experts
to the GSU campus. "As you can
imagine, these activities make the
dean's position very interesting
and challenging," he added.
Dr. Zalewski joined the GSU
faculty in 1974 as a science education professor. Before coming to
GSU he held various teaching
positions at the University of
Iowa.
He has served as coordinator at

UNIVERSITY PARK - Dr.
Leon Zalewski who has been serving as acting dean of the College of
Education (COE) has been officially named dean.
"The College of Education is a
very active and exciting place to
work," he said. "Faculty are constantly proposing new activities
and seeking new challenges. Durmg the past year, we have
developed working consortia with
local school districts to implement 'Reading Recovery' programs."

Dean Zalewski

Cont'd. P. 8
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Counseling

CBPA To Take
Another Trip to Europe
a meeting on Monday, January 28,
1991 between 4:00 and 5:30p.m. in
the Hall of Honors.

Last year, the College of Business and Public Administration
sponsored a 14 day international
business tour of West Germany. A
total of 35 students, faculty, and
community leaders from the
southern suburbs visited Chambers of Commerce and some of
the largest corporations in West
Germany, including DaimlerBenz, Bosch, Siemens, and
Hoechst. The tour also included
many cultural visits to historic
areas including a border crossing
into East Germany one day after
the economic unification of both
countries.
Economic Transition in Central
Europe is the theme of this year's
trip which includes travel to
Berlin, Dresden and Prague
(Czechoslovakia). Dr. Lowell
Culver, CBPA professor, has
arranged a special series of business and cultural meetings in
seven dtfferent cities. A brochure
pertaining to the trip which includes the application form can be
picked up in the office of the Dean
of the College of Business and
Public Administration.
Video-taped highlights of last
year's trip, films of cities on the
1991 tour, and a short presentation
of the business opportunities in
the new Germany will be shown at

The current price of the trip is
$2,495.00. However, students who
are interested in participating in
the 1991 German tour should attend the January 28th meeting to
obtain more details on special
scholarship programs designed to
reduce their costs. For qualifying
students, the total amount for the
trip may be reduced to approximately $1,600.00. This includes
air fare, hotel accommodations,
meals, and other expenses. However, application forms must be
completed and submitted with a
required $85.00 deposit by February 15, 1991 for consideration.
Students in the College of Business and Public Administration
will also have an opportunity to
apply for summer internships in
German. Individuals who have experience in speaking German and
want to work for a German corporation should contact Dr. Jerry
Juska, ext. 2245.
Additional information may be
obtained at the January 28, 1991
meeting. For more information,
contact Dr. Culver on Extension
2259 or the Dean's office on Extension 2230.

GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS TOUR II
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Economic Transition in Central Europe
June 29- July 13, 1991

UNIVERSITY PARK - Some
people don't have to say they're
having trouble at work. It shows.
Others have high anxieties
about changing jobs or starting a
job search.
Because a job affects family
life, personal relationships and
health, job satisfaction has to take
a high priority, says Dr. Diane
Kjos, professor of counseling at
Governors State University.
That is the message she has student counselors present to clients
as part of a free vocational counseling service offered at GSU.
While some workers can voice
their dissatisfaction and ease the
tension, others have a more difficult time. They believe they can
work through their problems. But
sometimes what they really do is
carry the problems with them,
says Dr. Kjos.
"Dissatisfaction on the job and
at home may quite possibly be
related," she notes. "What you
have to think about is which one is
impacting on the other."
The GSU student counselors
can help clients discover the
answers to job satisfaction. Clients
usually meet with a counselor for
four to six 50-minute sessions.
Topics can range from previous
job experience, to education and
training, and likes and dislikes,
the professor says.
··we identify strengths they can
offer as vocational themes. For
example, do they prefer working
alone or with people? Are there
obstacles in their current job
they'd like to overcome? What did
they do in the past that might help
them get a job in the future?"
she explains.
Counselors can also offer tips
on resume writing and job
searches. They can work with a
client on retirement planning or
they can help a client analyze the
job market for back-to-school
options.
Each of the counselors is a
graduate student who has had
GSU coursework that gives a
strong foundation for the counseling sessions. And each student
works in conjunction with a
professor.

Tour Anall'emeou made In cooperation
wltb B&&aloeuport Travel

For further information on this
free counseling service, call the
GSU counseling hotline at (708)
"~4-2439.
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C L A S S E S

intermed1ata, and advance>

Individual or group (five students ma>:imuml

- Native teacher
For information call JAVIER AT <708) 754-59b8

Beauty Is
Only Skin Deep
It seems, or perhaps appears is a more appropriate word in this
context, that the major preoccupation of the American public involves maintaining the right outward appearance. The media is constantly bombarding us with the message that if we are to enjoy the
best that this society has to offer, we must be competitive, and in
order to accomplish this we are all faced with the dilemma of keeping
up with the beautiful people of the world.
In this society the disturbing truth is that a positive correlation exists between one's outward appearance and the degree of success one
attains. In the business world there are some who claim that a
relationship exists between the size of a man's girth and his subsequent worth in annual salary. There is also some statistical evidence
that suggests that the taller a man is, the more money he will make, a
fact as true in the N.B.A. as it is for a man with an M.B.A.
Psychologists refer to this phenomena as the "Halo Effect" which,
simply put, means that as a society we tend to judge people by their
physical attractiveness rather than their intelligence or competence.
With the advent of electronic media coverage, the results of our
political elections are often determined by a candidate's physical appearance rather than his or her political record. fve long suspected
that this "If you look good, you are good" principle may have been
operating during the Reagan administration, but I somehow can't
take any comfort in having my suspicions validated.
In the entertainment industry, the recent Milli-Vanilli scandal illustrates the principle at its most extreme. The group won a Grammy
Award for lip syncing to the music and lyrics that an entirely different band performed. The fact is that, in this case at least, musical
talent has taken a back seat to physical appearance.
Given the fact that this type of mentality seems to permeate all aspects of our culture, it becomes easy to see why things are in such a
sorry condition.
In light of this disturbing reality the question is, what are the options available for those of us who were not born beautiful and who
are no longer as young as we once were? One alternative which
seems to be increasing in popularity is cosmetic surgery. Let's "face
it," million.c; of dollars are being spent each year in the quest to attain
an appearance that conforms to our socially defined idea of
beauty.

Whatever one's particular problem is,
cosmetic surgeons
seem to have a quick answer. If you have too many wrinkles, you can
have your face lifted. If you have flabby thighs, you can have liposuction to remove the excess adipose tissue. If your hips are too thin, you
can have collagen injected into them, as Barbara Hersey did for her
role in the movie, "Beaches." While you're at it, you can have your
smile lines filled in.
Although women have been proponents of cosmetic surgery for
years, a recent article in "Time" magazine indicates that men are
now utilizing the services of plastic surgeons in much larger numbers. The article points out that the latest trend in cosmetic surgery
is silicone pectoral implants for men who want to look like Arnold
Schwarzenegger but don't have the time or inclination to pump iron.
Another surgery gaining in popularity among men with skinny legs is
the silicone calf muscle implant.
Any man or woman who would have a surgeon slice into their
healthy body tissue to implant a packet of silicone jelly would probably be better off having that surgeon remove the rocks that must
surely be in their heads.
Further, any surgeon who would willfully expose a healthy person
to the risk of infection and the dangers of anesthesia, for the sake of
vanity, is cle.arly acting in an unethical manner. Any individual that is
so dissatisfied with their physical attributes, that he or she would risk
surgery, would clearly be better off working through their problems
of low self-esteem with the help of a qualified psychotherapist.
Perhaps then they would be able to see that real beauty comes from
within, and that's what really matters.

LOTTERY WINNERS
Five students were lottery winners in the "Entering Student Survey Contest."
These students were selected at
random from students who met
the deadline to return their survey. The winners were: Dollie
Bridgewater Dumontelle of Ur-

bana, Daneen Perkins of Chicago,
Kathleen Carrillo of Midlothian,
Patricia Nowak of Orland Park
and Lyle Monson of Alsip. All
received an award equal to the
cost of parking at GSU for the entire academic year.
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Office of
Career Services
Room 81109
(708) 534-5000
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Job Search Strategies

by Dan Amari

ployment Information and a new
Resume Service are all itmts
you"ll want to take advantage of
during the Winter Tenn (not to
mention the range of other programs and services we routinely
offer in Career Services).
So. we hope to see you in reference to these several programs
and services soon! And ru promadvertise these upcoming events.
Two Job Fairs. our larger-than- ise another one of my ·reveling·
ever Recruiting Program. Our columns for the next issue...
Workshop Series. Federal EmMore Information

3 : 00~

Welcome/welcome · back to
GSU for the Winter '91 Trimester.
In the event that you were expecting another one of my 'thoughUul'
columns for this issue, my
regrets. There's just so much
going on in the Office of Career
Services this spring that we wanted to devote our column inches to
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Imagine-Over 140 companies seeking
graduates.
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9:00 AM to 2:00 PM
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recruoters from many of the
Modwest's leadong companoes
and agencoes

It's Illinois Collegiate JOB FAIR-an event
you surelv won't want to missl
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Interviewing Skills
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GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY
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Panicipatoon in the Illinois Collegiate JOB
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Do you Agree or Disagree
'AfAt_b · With President Bush's
~~)'~Threat to use Force in

. . . . ~~=------~:--~--~_:__

~
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Erik Olson
CBPA(UG)
Dolton
I think the sanctions should be
given a longer period of time.

Laura Musch
CAS (UG)
Lansing
We shouldn't do anything right
away but we are going to have to
face Saddam Hussein at some
time or another.

The Middle East?

Barbara Carlson
COE(UG)
Dolton
I believe that if we don't use
force now we will be in the future
then it will be much worse once
Iraq bas nuclear capability. So I
think now is better than later.

Competition

Counselor's
Colunm

by Diedrus Brown

Students Will Be Warned
The "EARLY WARNING

PROGRAM" will start this
trimester. This program has
been designed to help students
make critical decisions about
classes. All teaching personnel
will be asked to report the unsatisfactory work of students
by giving the specific student(s) a
formal, written notice.
This system could directly
increase student retention at
the university. It is my belief
that if a student knows what
particular problem(s) he/ she
are having specifically, then
and only then can the problem(s) be addressed. When the
problem is dealt with, the
students, in most instances,
will remain in the class and
subsequently receive a passing grade. Students who are
successful in their class tend

not to dropout.
There have been quite a few
instances where students have
communicated to me that they
thought they were passing a
particular class but their final
grade was an F. First of all , I
think this is incredible. I asked
myself, how can a person sit in
class all trimester and not
know their status?
The Early Warning Program will help students;
however, students must ultimately take some responsibility for themselves. Students
must communicate with their
professors/instructors from
time to time throughout the
trimester.
This new system will result
in a university body of more informed, communicable, and
less pressured students.

play entitled "I Write What I
Write" is written on the life and
writings of David Walker during
the slave period of the 1820's.
The focus of the play is on a book
written by David Walker entitled David Walker's Appeal to
the Colored Citizens of the
World But in Particular and very
expressivelv to those of the Un-

Barbara Smith
CHP(UG)
Chicago
It's just a lot of unnecessary
things I think. It may be nect>ssary
but maybe wait later and see.

Editor's Note: The question was asked the
day before the attack on Iran.

to be Held
UNIVERSITY PARK - TheIllinois Council for College Attendance is sponsoring its PACE
competition for outstanding black
high school students.
Judging will be done in art, science and English. First, second
and third place monetary awards
will be made.
The art competition focuses on
painting and drawing. Judging will
be on theme, composition, line/
form and originality. The subject
and medium are the choice of
the contestant.
In the sciences, judging in biology, chemistry and physics will be
on the scientific approach, experimental research, validity of information, oral presentation and
visual presentation. In mathematics, entries will be judged on
a paper describing an innovation
in mathematics or mathematical
sciences.
In the English competition,
students must submit an original
work. Poems may be written on
any topic. Essays must be written
from one of three topics: "Racial
Relations and American Society,"
"The Significance of Education to
African-Americans" and "My
Hero." The entries may be no
more than four pages.
The deadline for entries is Feb.
18. Materials should be submitted
to the Illinois Council for College
Attendance, PACE Competition,
P.O. Box 158511, Chicago, IL
60615. For more information contact Romi Lowe at (312) 995-2513
or Glen Abbott at (708) 534-5000,
ext. 2518.

David Walker's Play to be Pre ented
New newly created Abyssinia
Repertory Theatre of the FarSouth Suburbs will present a
one-act play on February 22 and
23, 1991 at 8:00p.m. in Freedom
Hall, Park Forest, Illinois.
Donations are $10.00 for adults,
$6.00 for senior citizens and
$3 00 for children. The one-act

John Vc:Jentine
BOG(UG)
Calumet City
ObI agree. I am a retired Navy
Warrant Officer so the military
bas been my life for the last
twenty-one years. We are in the
position that we have to make
the mO\':'

Interviews by: Jean Juarez
Photos By Loretta Calcaterra

ited States of America
The
play will feature local talent
from the South Suburbs. Reception and refreshments will
follow the closing of the play.
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We Must Consider The Human Element
by Linda Fleming

Last Thursday General
Schwarzkoph calmly told the
American people we only had
one casualty. To the military this
loss of only one life was significant proof of our good showing in the air battle. Unfortunately for this young man's
family, "only one casualty," had a
very different meaning.
How do you condone "only
one casualty?" I wonder if

Schwarzkoph would have
referred to the pilot as "only one
casualty" if the pilot was his son.
I think not.
As someone who lived
through the "police action" in
Vietnam, I thought we had
learned our lesson. I never
believed I would live to see the
United States involved in this
type offull scall action again unless we were attacked frrst.
The question here is not who
is right. I don't question our su-

perior motives. Iraq wants the
oil fields for their own country.
A very selfish attitude. Being unselfish, the United States is willing to share the oil fields with
their allies. The question is
whether anyone has the right to
start a war over monetary considerations.
If you believe the military,
with their shiny war toys, than
this is a conflict between planes,
and tanks, and bombs, and
misslcs. Watching the war on
television is like playing a video

game. We put our missles and
bombs where we want them and
like magic a building blows up.
In this neat little war we forget
there arc people in those buildings. We forget pilots have to fly
the planes that deliver the
misslcs and bombs. We have
raised a whole generation who
associate war with playing Nintendo, where you push a button
and your men come back to life.
Up to this point the government and military have supported this premise, but soon we

will be forced to see that war is
not neat. It is not technology.

War is people. War is people
who are maimed and mutilated.
War is people who come home
in "human remain pouches."
And these people are on both
sides of this war as they are in
any war. The Iraqi people (old
men, women, children) are gaining nothing from this war, and
the only thing the American
people are gaining are potential
purple hearts.

Americans Ignore History and Continue to Pay Price
by: Louis Schultz
In the past decade, the
average U.S. citizen has been
completely oblivious to events
occurring in the middle east. In
the 1970's when news of the
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
flew in from paris, a man who
was previously a virtual unknown in the U.S., became an
overnight celebrity amongst
Iranian citizens. Guided by the
desire to improve their quality
of life, and a vision of a unified
coalition to promote Iranian
strength, religious ideals and
ethnic pride, they sought to worship and follow the Ayatollah
Khomeini, a man many considered an ambassador to God.
On November 16, 1979, an
angry mob of militant Iranians
stormed the United States embassy in Iran. Americans
reacted with shock, and disbelief, despite the fact that
political and military analysts
had been predicting a violent
revolution for some time before.
The western world learned a
quick and painful lesson about
hate and religious fanaticism.
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Anguish and pain were felt not
only by the hostages and their
families, but also by millions of
Americans who had to live
through the countless days they
were held captive. Americans
were bombarded by newscasts
which opened with graphics
such as "DAY 171- The Crisis in
Iran."
In the same period
Americans were showing increasing hatred and bitterness
toward the people of Iran.
Americans, battered by a period
of innation, unemployment and
related domestic problems future had were determined torestore pride by bringing the
hostages home and retaliating.
"Drop the bomb on 'em" and
"Hang the Ayatollah" were
among the responses to 'Man on
the street' interviews. With such
a buildup of hatred in this
country at the time, it seemed
that many Americans had simply brought themselves down to
the 'eye for an eye' mentality
which has persisted in the
Iranian region. After a lengthy
period of consternation, the
hostages were finally released.
The current crisis in the gulf
seems very reminiscent of the
crisis in Iran 12 years ago. Many,
if not most Americans seemed

CORRECTION
letter to editor
Dear Editor:
ln the December 6, 1990 issue,
an article written by Joanne Sandberg titled, "Dr. Steiner to Teach
at Rutgers University," contains a
major inaccuracy. Ms. Sandberg
attributes the line, "for whom the
bell tolls," to the major American
author, Ernest Hemingway. In
fact, the line was written by the
English author, John Donne, in
Devotions upon Emergent Occasions, Mediation 17, in the year
1624. Hemingway used a phrase
from this source as a title for a
novel that he wrote in 1940.
Sincerely,
Laura Carter
CAS/Grad./English

completely oblivious to the
events occurring in the gulf prior
to the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait,
despite the fact that journalists,
the U.S government, and
leaders in the private sector
were expressing deep concern
about an accelerated military
buildup in Iraq. It was nearly
two years before Iraq invaded
Kuwait that I can recall reading
articles which theorized the
buildup had manifested to a
point beyond purely defensive
goals. These analysts warned
that Iraq had now amassed an
army powerful enough to mount
a successful attack to neighboring regions. At the same time,
Concern was also expressed
about the fact that Iraq had
developed chemical weapons,
and was aggressively pursuing
the development of nuclear
weapons. Additionally, intelligence experts speculated that
Iraq had modified its Scud missiles to the point where they
could reach Israeli targets. Last
Spring, a man featured on
GSU's "Corporate America and
the Environment" videoconfercncc cautioned about dependence on energy from such a
potentially volatile region. He
specifically named Iraq as an
area of concern.
In the months ahead of the
Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, the
United States began an unprecedented peacetime deployment of U.S. troops. The space
shuttle soon launched a spy
satellite designed to hover over
Iraq. Military cargo continued
to flow into the region.
The war, which some say
started on January 15, actually
began in November, when President Bush set a timetable for
withdrawal for Iraqi troops occupying Kuwait. Meanwhile,
Americans proceeded to fool
themselves with the notion that
Saddam Hussein would pull his
troops out of Kuwait at the last
minute. War protests began, but
they were miniscule, and gained
little momentum prior to Jan.
15. It seemed as if Americans
had completely lost touch with
the notion of Arab pride and
religious fundamentalism so

realistically portrayed by the
takeover of the U.S. embassy in
Iran. Instead, we chose to
believe that Saddam Hussein
would buckle under the pressure exerted from President
Bush and his military coalition.
The war drums have now
sounded. Bombs, missiles and
other machines of death continue to wreak havoc throughout
the region. War protests have
gained significant momentum,
but basically it~ too late. The few
people who, prior to Jan. 15, had
the foresight to see that war was
imminent are now joined by the
naive, who thought diplomacy
would prevail. Too many
Americans were complacent
and overly confident. There was
a sense among many that since
they watched CNN and the
10:00 news, they had a complete
understanding of the situation in
the region. Instead, it seems that
many of these 'Johnny come
lately' war protesters had their
heads in the sand, instead of
above it.
War protestors should focus
their demonstrations on the
governments and companies
which have built up Saddams
Hussein's massive arsenal. West
Germany supplied Ir;1q with the
technology to build chemical
weapons. While the U.S., driven
by hatred and revenge toward
Iran, supplied weapons and
technology to Iraq during the

Iran-Iraq war. For some strange
reason, there arc many who feel
you can fight fire with fire.
U.S policy has been to strike
a balance of power in the region.
Perhaps a more accurate assessment is that U. S. policy is to
keep rival factions battling with
each other while it sneaks out
the back door with the oil
tankers.
America is now caught up in
the 'NcwWorld Order' mentality, and seeks to use the concept to justify the war with Iraq.
I am rather pessimistic about the
concept of a new world order,
when the United States claims
to be the best ones capable of
implementing it.
The comparison between
Hussein and Hitler has dragged
history into this conflict. There
may be similarities between the
two men, but certainly the biggest similarities seem to be between Iraq and Vietnam. Once
again, U.S. soldiers ~re being
drawn into a conflict where the
ultimate mission is still very unclear.
As history seems to have a
bad way of repeating itself, I
have a bad feeling that my three
year old nephew may be serving,
or at least be experiencing the
'next' war.
We must now give the U.S.
and allied troops the support
that they deserve!
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Office of Student Life Supports
Educational Mission of GSU
The Office of Student Life coordinates .. Services. Facilities and
Campus Activities•· intended to
support the educational miss~on
of the University through social,
personal and cultural development. Cooperative learning opportunities are emphasized
throughout our programs.
This winter term we are
highlighting recent program additions. These student services
are intended to assist our student
retention efforts.
"Rideshare" - A computerized
carpool program in cooperation
with the Chicago Area Transportation Study. Students receive
a free carpool matchlist informing them of other GSU students

"Student Study Groups" . Our
unit in cooperation with the Student Development Unit provides
assistance to students in forming
and maintaining study groups.
Professional assistance is provided by both offices. A study
room with free coffee is available
through Student Life.
Six childcare program options
are now available to all students at
reduced rates. Weekend, afterschool, drop- in, day care, evening
andsummerdaycampoptionsare
offered.
Campus Community Center
Membership for students are
available for no additional
charge.

t.:rn:v:e:ll:in:g~f:ro:m~lli=e=~~~are_a_._ _ _ _ _ _7

...

____

Student Life offers many cocurricular support opportunities
for student and staff involvement.
This includes all campus student
clubs and organizations, Model
United Nations, funding support
for collegial sponsored student
campus activities, leadership
development as well as student
media opportunities.
A commuter student has an
even greater need for assistance
in developing on campus support
networks. We are committed to
thi~ student assistance and we appreciate your cooperation. Please
pass this on to someone else who
can assi:ot us also.

Campus Community Center
(Contd. from P. 1)

were painted and retiled. Adult
aquacise and swim instruction is
given, but two lanes of the pool are
always open to lap swimmers,
Dascenzo stresses.
The Campus Community Center also offers its members spe·
cia! amenities the 'Y' didn't have,
such as access to camping, crosscountry skiing and on- and offroad bikes that can be checked out
for limited time periods.
"We aren't a recreation facility,
and we aren't a health club," Dascenzo says, "and we aren't trying
to compete with those places. But
we want the public to know what's
available and that they can have
access to these soecial services."
The staff is considering establishing corporate mem-
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Off.ICe of Student L.lfe
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Support the Troops
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DATE: February 6
TIME: Noon - 1:00 PM
4 PM-5:00PM

-
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more employees, and will soon be
doing a needs assessment survey
to determine what Campus Community Center facilities have
greater appeal to community
groups.

The annual center membership
fee is $175, or $131 for half-year.
The senior citizen and GSU Alumni Association membership fee is
$75. Spouses can join at reduced
rates.
"Although membership is not
open to persons under 18, the cen·
ter is open to families on Saturday
afternoons and during a monthly
family night program,.. the direc·
tor says.
Students who are currently
registered and have paid their $25
activity fee are automatically
members of the Campus Community Center. In order to be able
to use all the facilities they just
have to have their student ID's
validated. This can be done at the
Student Resource Office which is
located opposite the men's locker
room. The room number of the
SRS Office is A1603.
For more information on the
Campus Community Center call
the staff at (708) 534-5000 X2214.

ATTENTION
Geri
will
Geri
from

Dalton, Supervisor of the Child Care Center
have Monday evening hours this trimester.
will be in the Office of Student Life
4:00PM - 8:00PM
(708)534-5000 X2123

a!UOCIL

Hall of Governors
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The Child Care Center Pot Luck
Dinner has been postponed.
Watch Innovator for Date & Time.

-
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AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORY MONTH
Schedule of Events

AFRICAN AMERICAN
· HISTORY MONTH

febluary 1991

February 1991

Hal of Govemors M/T/W ttvOlJij"\out the month, 11 :30 a .m . and 7 p.m.
"Eyes on the Prize I and II"
•
.
The eleven port video series fist seen on P8S titled ·America's Civi Riglts Years. 1954-196<:
and ·America at the Rcx::ial Crossroads.· 1965-1985.

"EYES ON THE PRIZE I AND II"
Hall of Governors

februaly 7. 1991
1h.Jtsday. Noon.l.klivefsity Theatre

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
"throughout the month

"10(11 Black Inventions"
Pil Points Theatre

11:30 a.m. and 7 p.m.

A humaous dramatization of the contrb.rtions of Atricon Americans.
video series first seen on PBS Med

This':~CMIRightsYecvs." l954_-l964-l98b

Febluary 14, 1991
ltusday. Noon. Engbretson Hal

and • AmeriCa at the Rocial Crosscoods. 1965

"African Origin ol Civiizalion"

Lecture by Astva Kwesi. who has trav~ ~xtenWetv ~East A~:C~~= ~8:: ,·;·

Cosponsored bytheColrd on CUII..rol ~.Student nogc:rn
febiUOiy

.

1

AdmisSion to this event is FREE.
,
1

16, 1991

Satl.rday. 7 p.m.. Uriversity Theatre
'1he Studio Comes to GSU"
Variety show of amaleu' talent presented by the South Shore ~UIU'al Center.
Sponsored by the Minority Busness Students Associahon.
Cosponsored by the Student Progrc:rn Action C()li)CI. TICkets are available ttvough MBSA mora"

··

Febluary 20, 1991
Wedresda-(. 11:30 a .m .. Uriversily lheatre
.
"
Teleconference • '1he Rise in Campus Racism, Causes and Solutions
To be folowed by a panel dscussion.

February 23, 1991
Satu"day. 6 p.m. reception. Hal of Govemors
7 p.m. perfamance. UrWersity Theatre
"Traditions in Black Music"
Gospel and spiritual selections by area choirs. The audience ard choirs ore welcome to all<~ ·
a brief felowship reception befae the perfamonc:e.
Admission to all evenb Is FREE with the exception ollhe February 16" event.

Student Life
Child Care Center
CIULD CARE CENTER HOURS
Mon-Tues-Thurs.
7:30am - 8:00pm
Wed.
7:30 am - 10:30 pm
Fri.
7:30 am - 5:00 pm
Sat. by arrangement with supervisor
Closed Sundays & Holidays

,
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Circle "K" has Busy Holiday Season

REMEMBER ME
Remember Me in your hearts.
your thoughts. your memones.
Of the times we loved. the times
we cried.
The times we fought, the
we laughed.
For if you always think of me,
will never have left.
Jeff Maki (1964-1990)

-

Santa Claus (James LasCola) plays bingo with two of the residents
the Anchorage of Beecher nursing borne.

As part ofthe service GSU's Circle K Club performs, it's members
help to play Bingo with the
residents at the Anchorage Nursing Home, Beecher, every month.
Last December, the members
decided to make this Bingo game
extra special by having a holiday
theme.
Club members donned their
Santa hats and holiday wear and
helped Santa give away homemade decorated mini-wreaths to
the all the players. Each game

The GSU Circle K Club recently
participated with the Salvation
Army Food Basket assembly.
Julie Maki (member) and Anthuan
Ratos (President), donated two
hours to work alongside of the
Salvation Army members in their
annual assembly lines. The Baskets containing canned vegetables,
soup, etc. were delivered the next
day to families in the surrounding
areas.

........................

Denise Rinkenberger helps keep track of the
bingo numbers
K Club members enjoyed the
event. It was a great way to end the
trimester and to spread the
holiday cheer too.
winner received a holiday theme
candle as well, from Santa. And
the winner of the last game
received a large homemade

SAM
S.A.M./Management Club will
hold a club meeting and show a
video on Business Management
Skills
Date: Monday, January 28
Time: 1:00 p.m.
Place: STUDENT LIFE MEETING ROOM A1804
Fruit and beverage will be provided. Bring your own lunch and
join us!
Members of the SAM Club help pack the food that was collected
before Christmas. The food went to the Ricb Township Food
Pantry.

SIFE's Purpose Explained

decorated door wreath, and a big
hug from Santa. All the wreaths
were created by one of the members and her mother.
Both the Seniors and the Circle

.........................
The Minority Business Stud
Association encourages you
make 1991 a year to remember.
With your support. the
Business Student Association
help you achieve excellence
your goals into realities.
The Minority Business Student
Association meets every second
and fourth Thursday of each
month at 3:30 p.m. in the Student
Life Conference Room. Our
meeting will be held January 24.
1991. We invite all interested persons to join us.
I hope 1991 will be a healthy.
happy, and prosperous new yeat
for you.
Sincerely.
Susan Gaffney
Vice .-r••s~r•Pnr

i
II

greater appreciation for the free
enterprise system. SIFE's purpose is accomplished through the
SIFE team's outreach projects
within their communities and tht>
presentation of these projects at
the regional and national competitions.
The current SIFE team at GSU
is presently conducting outreach
educational projects. These projects are educational programs
that convey to fellow college

What exactly is Students In
Free Enterprise (SIFE)? It is a
non- profit organization sponsort>ti
by individuals, foundations, and
corporations. A group of GSU
students are currently involved in
this program headed by Marsha
Katz. Their mission is to establish
student generated free market
economic education programs on
college campuses to bring America's collegians and her citizens to
a better understanding of and a

students and the surrounding
communities citizens a better understanding of current economic
issues and a greater appreciation
for the free enterprise system.
This team will also compete at a
regional competition to be held on
April 19 in Chicago. At this competition, the team will present
their outreach projects and they
will also be judged.

On December 18, 1990 this
poem was put into action by
GSU Circle K Club. Although
first Honorary member Jeff
absent, he was not
Thanks to Circle K ""''m~·.. r~
Kiwanians, GSU Faculty,
numerous friends Jeff
Christmas gifts to needy rm11nr·pm
throughout the surrounding area.
Each of these persons
brought a toy, or money, to
to Hirsch-Spindler-Koelling
Support Group. Likewise,
group donated these toys to the
surrounding neighborhood charitable organizations. Again,
thanks to each person
donated. You not only made a
child's Christmas bright, but you
made what would have been Jeffs
btrthday. our toy delivery day, a
special time of remembrance.

JOIN
_t\

CLlJB
TODI~~Y!

I

Valentine
Flower Sale

I
i

i I

II
Hall of Governors I
I,
lOam- 8pm
Feb 7
8, 11. 13-14
FLOWERS DELI\'EREO 0~ CI\1'1Pt1S FEB 14

SPEC lt\L NOTE:

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·1
'
OPEN IIOUSE
.,
•
'

For members of all GSU clubs
•
and other interested students
'
i
rJI'hen: Tuesday, February 26, 19Yl
•
!
3 p.m. -8 p.m.
'
'
Where: Student Life TV Lounge
i
•
Hosted by: Student Organization Council
!
' Contact: Office of Student
For [!:rther in~rmationl
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Cupid Botws to be tied onto the flo11ers t~~ill
be on sale too . .\11 111one~ rec1eved fro

the

sale of these bo s !!!ill be £~hen to .cwds
Spastic Pan~h sis Research
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Dr. Blood Convinced our
Educational System is Best
UNIVERSITY PARK - A reent trip to Russia has convinced
r. David Blood of the values of
erican education.
"Our educational system gets
ocked, but I felt good about our
ystem," the acting chairperson of
he Division of Education at
vernors State University said.
"The diversity in our system, the
choices offered to our students,
and the equal educational options
available to all students" makes
the U.S. system the best.
Dr. Blood was one of 40
teachers and administrators from
throughout the United States to
participate in a two week factfinding tour sponsored by the
American Association of School
Administrators and hosted by the
United States Comparative Studies
Association.
During his visit to Moscow,
Leningrad and smaller towns outside thos.! metropolitan areas, Dr.
Blood visited preschools, kindergartens, elementary and high
schools, as well as universities.
"The people were wonderful,"'
he said. "But they are so far
behind. The biggest shock to me
was that this was the same country we Americans were supposed

DeslierresRomaniak is
Employee of
the Month
Lynne Deslierres-Romaniak is
an exceptional person. Very few
people know of the significant
amount of work and dedication
she has done and still does for
GSU.
She is a member of a committee here at GSU that not only acts
on suggestions that benefit employees, but also benefits the
students as well. She has been an
active member of the Clean Air
Act and has also been strongly in
favor of a recycling program.

Dr. David Blood
to be in the arms and space race
with,·· Dr. Blood said. "The level of
technology there is very low."
Although computer education,
or "infomatics" as the Russians
call it, is mandatory in the high
schools, computers are not available. Only in a high school that
emphasizes English did Dr. Blood
see 15 computers which had been
provided by ffiM.
The Soviets are beginning to
study the implications of their

educational system, Dr. Blood
noted. The system relies heavily
on the memorization of information, question and answer sessions
between student$ and the teacher,
and the like. There has been little
give and take of ideas.
The U.S. Educational Testing
Service has begun a joint agreement to test nine to 12-year-old
Russians in math and science to
discover the effects of rote learning. The tests will determine if the
students can think problems
through, the professor explained.
Dr. Blood found recent government changes have allowed the
Soviets to begin making decisions
about their schools. For example,
teachers in 90 percent of the
schools voted to work only five
days a week, rather than the
traditional six days. They are
allowed to choose textbooks, but
they are stymeed because the only
books on the market are those
published by the government.
And many teachers worry about
the success of Mikail Gorbachev's
economic changes, Dr. Blood said.
Without a centralized treasury,
they wonder how schools will be
funded and said they already
notice a reduced amount of mon-

etary support. Since 1985, businesses have been allowed to
sponsor schools, and those schools
now have the most to offer
students.
Dr. Blood said during a trip to
Brussels, where the group met
with German officials, the concern of teaching democracy and
free market principles was discussed. The East Germans, just as
the Russians, hope the schools
will have an influence on students
in these areas, but Dr. Blood said
school officials are finding that
teachers need their own lessons in
these subjects before they can
begin to teach their students.
This trip reminded Dr. Blood of
the global network that has been
established, and. he said, American
schools must begin to recognize
that more completely. Foreign
language instruction should once
again become a requirement, especially for persons going into
business.
"We argue Europeans learn
foreign languages because or the
proximity or their borders," he
said. "I think that's an excuse."
Dr. Blood argues schools
shouldn't wait for high school and
college level instruction because
foreign language instruction is
easiest at a young age. And, he
adds, U.S. schools also must begin
to incorporate lessons on international cultures and events.

Step-family
• Ymt•re the only person sitting in
the front row of the class.

• Someone tells you hedidn•tthink
there was life after 40.

• The mus1c in the student union
gives you a headache.

• You don•t carry your books in a
backpack.

• You remember when John F.
Kennedy was president.

• Youtalkaboutpaintingthe livingroom over spring break while
everyone else is talking about
Florida.

• You think the legal drinking age
should be raised to 30.
• You get nauseous watching a
freshman eat a twinkie with a coke for
breakfast.
• You have never played a video
game.
• Your favorite shoes are older than
your classmates.

chology, will give not only theory,
but practical techniques in stepparenting through live demonstrations, video tapes and group
stimulation.
Topics will include a comparison of biofamilies and stepfamilies, discussion of six common
tasks of the stepfamily, conflict

• You suspect that the girl sitting
next to you paid more for her jeans
than you did for your first car.
• You are the first one to arrive in
class, and the last one to leave.
• You go to bed thankful that you
will never be 18 again.

resolution in stepfamaiJes, resolving conflicts, skill-building to cope
with divorce and remarriage. effective discipline of stepchildren
and visitation.
Fees for the workshop are as
follows: $50-noncredit, $106.50undergraduate, $110.00-graduate,

GSU Alumni Association members will receive a 10% discount
on noncredit registration.
For more information, or to
place a registration, call the GSU
Office of Conferences and Workshops at (708) 534-5000 X2320.

..

Lynee Deslierres-Romaniak

Lynne is very dedicated in her
job, yet many are unaware of her
and her responsibilities as she is
tucked away in the CAS storeroom.
At times she gets so swamped
with shipments one wonders how
she can keep everything in
order.
She is very helpful with faculty
and students and is a great friend
of many. She goes out of her way
for others.
No one else can demonstrate
her motivation and exceptional
ability like she does. She is responsible and makes sure that
things are ordered and received
when needed. Lynne is an extraordinary worker and deserves appreciation for her time and
dedication. Congratulations employee of the month.

(Cont'd. from P. 1)
the GSU science teaching pr~
gram, and also as director of the
Illinois Energy Conservation
Youth Training Program, and as
coordinator and liaison for courses
taught for credit at the Museum of
Science and Industry. All this plus
teaching at GSU.
He has published various
papers and research, and has
served as editor of the American
Institute of Biological Sciences
for "Education Review" and c~
authored "People. Planet and
Progress: An Environmental Education Teachers Manual" for the
American Society of Ecological
Education.
Dr. Zalewski received a 1989
"Faculty Excellence Award'" and a
1988-89 Faculty Development
Award geven by the GSU Alumni
Association. He has also served as
president of Phi Delta Kappa,
GSlTs fraternity of educators.
In 1989 he was the moderator
and facilitator for the satellite
program on science education
that got rural and suburban
teachers to share ideas.
A native of Glassford, Pa., Dr.
Zalewski received his bachelor's
degree from California University of Pennsylvania. a master's
degree from Indiana University of
Pennsylvania and a doctorate
from the University of Iowa. He
and his wife. Veronica reside in
Park Forest with their two sons.

13 Ways to Tell You're An Older Student

Work hop Offered
UNIVERSITY PARK - More
than one million step-families are
formed each year and moving into
a new family isn't easy for parents
or their children, says Peter Gerlach, founder of the Stepfamily
Association of Illinois. GE-rlach
will discuss the effects of joint
families and how all can work
together for the betterment of
each other in the Governors State
University workshop " Yours,
Mine and Ours'' meeting from 9
am. to 5 p.m., Feb. 15 and 16.
Gerlach, himself a stepchild
and a stepparent, says there are
techniques that are helpful in
reducing stress and the negative
effects of divorce, family breakup and new family reconstruction.
He stresses that parents must
first work to create a healthy new
marriage and then work to create
a family with clear roles and boundaries with firm parenting.
During his tw~day workshop
he will provide training in the difficult talk of blending individuals
from different backgrounds to
create a satisfying and functional
home life. Gerlach and Dr. Jon
Carlson, GSU professor of psy-

Zalewski
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REGISI'ERED
NURSES

Qualify for a
$5,000 bonus!*

•

The Air Force needs
you. As an Air Force nurse
officer, you can enjoy great benefits, including complete medical
and dental care. Plus 30 days vacation with pay per year and ongoing
professional and personal opportunities to advance. Serve your
country while you serve your
career. Call
•

HELP WANTED SALES
CONNECT TO A WOR~ OF ENTERTAINMENT
WITH JONES INTERCABLE, INC. WE HAVE
FULL TIME DIRECT SALES POSITIONS
AVAILABLE FOR CANDIDATES POSSESSit/C HICH MOTIVATION '
A PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDE. EXPECTED
1ST YEAR INCOME $24,000. DIRECT SALES
EXPERIENCE WITH GOOD COHHUNICATIONS '
ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS ARE CRUCIAL. Of'FERING
COMPETITIVE BENEFITS, COMMISSIONS, PAID
VACATIONS ' IIOLIOAYS ALONG WITH ONGOIIIG
INCENTIVES. CALL FOR APPOINTMENT OR SEND
RESUME TO:
JONES INTERCABLE
ATTN: P. ANDREWS-KEENAN
4331 W. LINCOLN HWY.
MATTESON, IL. 60443
(708) 748-8603
EOE

USAF HEALTII PROFESSIONS
COllECT
(708) 429-2331
*See your recruiter for
details
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Alice Moore Recipient of
Lincoln Laureate Award
UNIVERSITY PARK - The
Lincoln Academy of lllinois presented a 1990 student Lincoln
Laureate Award to Governors
State University senior Alice
Moore of Manteno.
The Lincoln Laureate Award is
intended to recognize, encourage
and seek to further the outstanding contributions of Illinois rittzens working for the betterment
of humanity.
Moore was chosen by GSU
President Leo Goodman-Malamuth as the university's representative for her excellence in curricular and extracurricular
activities.
She received the Lincoln
Laureate medal from Gov. James
Thompson during ceremonies in
the House of Representatives
chamber in Springfield and was
the governor's honored guest at a
luncheon in the governor's
mansion.

Governors State University student Alice (Tinker) Moore of Manteno
(second from right) is congratulated by (from left) GSU President
Leo Goodman-Malamutb n, Gov. James Thompson, and Mrs. Jayne
Thompson, upon receiving the lincoln Laureate Award during
ceremonies in the State Capitol.

Tips on Buying
a Video Can1era
by Bill Finchum
With the holidays over, now
may be one of the best times to
purchase a new video camera, as
prices often drop dramatically at
this time of the year. For those of
you who have a little money left on
your credit card, here are a few
helpful hints to guide you in your
purchase. To the novice videomaker. the decision to purchase a
video camera can be a difficult
one. Often prospective buyers can
find themselves trying to comprehend an array of confusing
terms that even the salesperson
may not understand. Terms like
white balance and flying erase
heads may have some meaning
for the seasoned videographer,
but for the first time buyer the
salesperson may as well be speaking a foreign language.
Although these terms may
sound like highly technical gibberish they all refer to specific
features that are currently found
on most of the popular video camcorders available today. Given the
fact that many of these features
can dramatically affect the quality of the videos you will make, it is
important to understand them.
Here are a few terms that any prospective video .camera buyer
should be familiar with before
reaching for the old checkbook.
Auto-Focus: This feature allows
the user to keep the subject in
focus even when zooming in from
a long-shot to a close-up. All
necessary focusing adjustments
are made automatically by the
camera.
Auto-Iris: This feature automatically adjusts the camera's
aperture to allow for existing light
conditions. Here again, most
cameras have a manual override
to allow for difficult lighting
problems.
Audio-Dubbing: This feature
allows you to insert new audio
signals on your videotape without
disturbing any existing video images that have already been recorded on your tape.
Animation: With this feature
you can create animated movements by making a number of
single shot recordings and then
playing them back at the regular
speed.
Automatic White Balance: This
feature insures that colors appear
true despite changes in lighting.
CCD Image Sensor: Unlike

tubes, which were found on earlier
home video cameras, the ceo
(Charged Coupled Device) converts light into a video image, but
has the advantage of being extremely sensitive to light and can
be used to record images in low
light conditions.
Fade Control: This feature
gives the videomaker the ability
to take a particular scene and
gradually 'fade' it out, until the
screen is black. Fading out of one
scene and fading into another provides for a smoother transition.
Flying Erase Heads: This feature very simply allows for
smooth or glitch free editing between scenes.
Video-Dubbing: similar to
audio-dubbing allows for inserting a new video image from
another source over the existing
tape without disturbing the existing audio track.
EVF or Electronic Viewfinder:
This is the eyepiece, which allows
the videomaker to view precisely
what the camera will record or
(Forgive me Flip Wilson) "What
you see is what you get."
Now that you are more familiar
with the terminology, you must
ask yourself what your primary
needs are to be? What are you
going to use your camera for most
of the time? This will give you
some idea as to the type of
features you may need on your
camcorder.
For example, if you plan to do
most of your shooting out of doors
and on the move, then size and
weight are more important factors than lux or light sensitivity.
But if you intend to do most of your
shooting indoors relying on natural light, then light sensitivity is
probably more important than
!';i7P

nr nnrbhilitv

Once you have decided on what
features are important to you it's
time to go shopping for the best
price and service. If you live in a
major city you will be astound!'d
at the number of models available
as well as the number of stores
selling camcorders. The competition is pretty good and that's good
news for us consumers. The big
discount electronic stores are
usually a best best on price. In addition many of them have a no
questions asked seven-day return
policy, and some will even guarantee a prire lower than their competitors. I suppose everything is
negotiable, and if you're good at

bargaining you may be able to get
the salesperson to throw in a
tripod, carrying case, or some
other accessory in order to make
the sale. Often you can save hundreds of dollars by purchasing a

A transfer student from Kankakee Community College, Moore
is attending GSU on scholarship
as a Community College Scholar
for her outstanding academic
record.
Her most recent awards include the "Silver Philo Award"
from the International Television
Association for her documentary
on mentally handicapped children in Kankakee, and a "Special
Achievement Award" as director
of the video.
The media communications
student is completing an internship at CBs-TV in Chicago.
She works part-time in the University Relations office at GSU
and is a GSU Ambassador giving
tours of the university to prospective students.
The Lincoln Academy of Illinois
is a non-profit, non-partisan organization that works to maintain
the traditions of the state and the
heritage of Abraham Lincoln, and
to exemplify through the United
States the spirit and values of
achievement in Illinois.

floor model or year end close-out.
In most cases the same warranty
applies, but it would be wise to
check this out before you buy.
One last thing, don't be fooled

Grab yaur
& taPyour feet

SOCIAL SERVICES
Nationally recognized child care
programs, has entry level opportunities for recent graduates who
are interested in;
• Professional growth and experience
* Excellent preservice/ongoing
training and consultation
• Benefits including tuition reimbursement
• Being a positive force for youth
We are currently seeking energetic, bright, mature, firm yet
patient people to work with abused,
neglected and troubled youths. Responsibilities would include providing ongoing treatment plan implementation, counseling, direction
and crisis intervention. Candidates
should have a related degree, be 21
years of age and possess a valid
driver's license.
We provide a competitive salary
and a full range of benefits. Internships are available. Please send
your resume or call Monday thru
Friday from 9 AM to 5 PM.
708-824-6126
MARYVILLE

CITY OF YOUTH
1150 N. River Rd.
Des Plaines, IL 60016
equal opportunity employer m/f
by name brands. The fact is most
video cameras are made by the
same few companies and are comparable in both quality and
reliability. Happy videomaking!
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most eliCiting adventure park. Aulf up your feathers. Show us your
own special brand of talent Spotlight your style and make us sm1le. smile. smlle1

AUDITIONS & INTERVIEWS
Friday, February 8, 1991 • 9am - 6pm
THE PALMER HOUSE
17 E. Monroe Street • Chicago

Comic Actors

Prepare a comiC monologue. 2 mmutes long of appropnate mater~al . You may be requested to per·
form an 1mprov1sat1011 Ethmc d1alects are helpful and may also be requested

Singers and Dancers
We're search1ng for male and female feature dancers. and for strong Singers who also dance well.
SulQe!S should prepare two short selectiOnS (ballad and uplempO). Bnng sheet muSIC or Instrumental
background cassene 1n your best key. AccompaniSt and cassene recorder provided. Dancers should
bnng dance aMe and have a 2 m1nute prepared choreographed piece showing movement and Yer·
sat11ity Smgers be prepared to dance and dancers be prepared to s1ng.

Musicians

We seek P1amsts w1th vocal abilitieS and a repertOire to cons1st of standards. show tunes and pop:
muSIClans who play pnmary and secondary Instruments. march1ng band players (brass Instruments
preferred)-plus Accord1an players. Tuba. Percuss1011 and Brass players: also muSICians who are
eKper1enced 1n dance movement. march1ng band style. You should prepare two short selections.

Technical Personnel

Look1ng for eKpenenced stage managers. sk111ed sound and llght1ng techmaans. stage hands. seamstresses and dressers Be sure to bnng your current resume

DuscH

GA~DENS e
TAMPA BAY. FLORIDA
Equal Opportunity Employer M/FIHIV
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Counseling

Hatcher Challenges GSU

UNIVERSITY PARK - Dr.
Deborah Holdstein. GSU professor of English and Rhetoric has
organized a program for persons
who write fiction or poetry and for
those who want to learn. The workshop called, "Literary Chicago: A
Weekend Workshop in Fiction and
Poetry" will be offered Feb. 15, 16
and 17 by Governors State
University.

He recalled for the GSU audience his first mtroduction to Dr.
Martm Luther King Jr. when King
visited Gary in 1963. "The experience was so profound for me... to
hear him speak and somehow feel
the power of his commitment that
it literally changed my life."
As a young lawyer, Hatcher
joined a lawyers group that
traveled through Mississippi in
1964 filing desegregation lawsuits. He recalls going into a library trying to get a black resident
a library card.

This workshop will be an opportunity to interact with and learn
from four well known published
writers who have a Chicago focus
in their work. David Michael
Kaplan and Angela Jackson will
lead the segment on writing fiction. Li-Young Lee and Edward
Hirsch will lead the segment on
poetry.

"We were told he could have a
Richard Hatcher

Kaplan's first selection of short
stories, "Comfort" was published
by Viking Penguin in 1987. Several
of Kaplan's stories have been
nationally syndicated and he has
received wr1ting fellowships from
the National Endowment for the
Arts and the Fine Arts Work Center in Provincetown. He teaches
fiction writing at Loyola
University.

Angela Jackson. poet and fiction writer, recently completed
her first novel, "Treemont Stone."
Her selected poems will be
published by Third World Press
some time this year. She teaches
poetry writing at Columbia
College.
Li-Young Lee was born in
Jakarta, Indonesia of Chinese
parents. In 1959 when he was two
years old his father, who had spent
a year as a political prisoner, fled
Indonesia with his family. Between 1959 and 1964 they lived in
such places as Hong Kong, Macau,
and Japan before arriving in
America. Li-Young Lee now
resides in Chicago.
Edward Hirsch has had three
books of his poems published.
Each has received widespread acclaim and numerous awards. His
criticism has appeared in "The
New Yorker.'' He is currently
teaching at the University of
Houston.

The weekend will include three
readings. At 7:30 PM Friday and
Saturday workshop leaders will
read from their own works. At 2:30
PM on Sunday the best of the participants works culled from
workshop assignments will be
read. These readings are open to
the public.
The program is being presented by the Illinois Arts Council,

Governors State University, and
the GSU Foundation. The "Literary Chicago" program fee is
$160. Undergraduate fee for credit
is $166.50. Graduate fee for credit
is $170.00. The fee includes two
continental breakfasts, two lunches, two receptions (following the
Friday and Saturday readings),
workshop and materials.
Participants will be asked to
select either fiction writing or
poetry as an area of concentration
for the hands-on portions of the
workshop. Those participating are
asked to come without works previously written as an assignment
will be part of the workshop.
To register. contact the GSU Office of Conferences and Workshops at (708) 534-5000 X2320.

UNIVERSITY PARK - Richard
Hatcher, former mayor of Gary.
Ind .. challenged Governors State
University faculty, staff and students to make the university a
"racism free zone.''
"You've heard of nuclear free
zones," Hatcher told the audience
gathered Tuesday for the GSU
celebration of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.'s birthday. "I would like to
challenge those of you here.
Wouldn't it be a wonderful thing if
this university could set an example throughout Illinois (as a
racism free zone)?"
Hatcher argued that "racism
has become institutionalized in
the United States. Sometimes
even black people get caught up in
the system."
Today Americans don't rank the
elimination of racism as one of the
country's pressing problems.
··one of the reasons is because
most of our institutions are permeated with racism... he said. The
problem is exacerbated because
people generally don't believe
they're racist. but the actions and
polides of the past that perpetuate racism have been institutionalized. he contends.
Hatcher was one of the first to
beat the practices of the past by
being elected the first black
mayor of a major municipality. He
was reelected to four consecutive
terms after his 1967 victo .

library card if three «her residents

of the town with library cards
would vouch for him." Hatcher recalled. "Of course the man never
got a library card because no ot~er
black person' had one. and no white
person would vouch for him''

The struggle of America's
blacks is now in its third phase,
Hatcher said. The first was the
freedom from the physical bondage of slavery that came with the
Emancipation Proclamation, the
second was the freedom of personal bondage by the passage of
the Civil Rights Act of 1965, and
the third and ongoing phase is accessing of the system. Blacks, he
said, want the same doors open to
them as others have, ··so we can
show what we can do."
There IS also an aside to the access, the guest speaker noted, and
that's the question of economic
bondage. He quoted Congressman
William Grey of Philadelphia who
says the issues of the '90s are not
whether blacks will be allowed
into the finest restaurants and
served, but rather what happens
when thev 2et the check.
"Dr. King, I believe, would have
understood our questioning not
only access but the economic
challenge," Hatcher said.

Transfers to GSU
UNIVERSITY PARK - The
majority of students transferring
to Governors State University
from community colleges manage
to maintain an excellent academic
standing, according to a report
released by the GSU Office of Student Affairs and Services.
The highest number ot transters
to GSU for the 1989/90 academic
year came from Moraine Valley
Community College. During the
Fall 1989 trimester, 103 students
transferred to GSU as undergraduate degree-seeking students. Of those, 96 continued
during the 1990 Winter and
Spring/Summer trimesters.
Their mean cumulative grade
point average (GPA) at the end of
three trimesters was 3.05 on a 4.0
grading scale. This compares with
a mean GPA of 3.0 for undergraduate degree-seeking transfer
students. The majors most requested by the MVCC transfers
were business administration, elementary education and psychology.
South Suburban College had 70
students transfer to GSU during
the Fall 1989 trimester as undergraduate degree-seeking students.
Of those, 65 continued their
enrollment during the 1990 Winter
or Spring/Summer trimesters.
Their mean cumulative GPA
after three trimesters was 2.94 on
a 4.0 grading scale, just slightly
below the mean undergraduate
transfer student cumulative GPA
of 3.0. The majority of them majored in business administration,
the Board of Governors degree
program, and elementary education.
Joliet Junior College had 42
students transfer to GSU during
the fall 1989 trimester as undergraduate degree-seeking students. Ofthose, 37 continued their
enrollment during the 1990 Winter
or Spring/Summer trimesters.
Their mean cumulative GPA
after three trimesters was 3.27 on
a 4.0 grading scale. The JCC
students' average is better than
the mean cumulative GPA of 3.0
for transfer students.
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Field Museum
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Offerings
Field Museum will offer funfilled, hands-on workshops for
families and children in January
and February. Learn about dynamic dinosaurs, create your own
fossil, listen to tales of the Pacific
and much more. The Children's
Workshop fee is $12 (Museum
members $10), and is offered to
children age three through sixth
grade. The Family Workshop fee
is $7 per person and is offered to
parents and children, first through
fourth grade. For a free brochure
and registration information, call
the Education Department at
(312) 322-8854.
CIDLDREN'S WORKSHOPS
IDGHUGHTS
"Dynamic Dinosaurs:"
Saturday, January 26, 1 pm - 3
pm, 1st & 2nd grade - Meet the
Field Museum's dinosaurs, learn
about Diploducus, Stegosaurus,
Triceratops, and Tyrannosaurus
Rex, and make a dino-puppet to
take home.
"Bugs and Bug Nots:"
Saturday,February2, 10am-12
noon, 3rd &4tb grade - Bugs are all
around us, yet some creatures we
think are bugs are bug-nots! Observe live insects and view Field

Museum's insect exhibit. Taste
the honey from different bees,
play bug bingo and find out why
some bugs need our help.
"Camouflage Masks:"
Saturday, February 16, 10 am 12 noon, Kindergarten- How does
it feel to be a zebra with stripes or
a leopard with spots? How would
you hidee from something looking
for you? Children will play a
camouflage game with masks and
scenery and create their own
masks to take home.
"American Indian Harvest:"
Saturday, February 9, 1 pm - 3
pm - Before there were grocery
stores and McDonald's, American
Indians found their dinner in the
forests, their gardens, and on the
grassy plains. Grind corn with a
mano and metate, make Indian fry
bread, and top off your feast with
American Indian popcorn.
"Puppet Theater:"
Saturday, February 13, 10 am 12 noon - Discover the ways puppets are used in many cultures to
tell stories. Listen to African,
Asian, and American Indian folktales. Write you r own story and
create puppet characters.

The College of DuPage had 10
students transfer during the Fall
1989 trimester, and nine of them
were continuing at GSU after the
1990 Winter and Spring/Summer
trimesters.
Their mean cumulative GPA
was 2.94 on a 4.0 grading scale.
The students' GPA is about the 3.0
cumulative average for GSU
transfer students. The students'
majors included business technology, office administration and elementary education.
Kankakee Community College
had 31 students transfer during
the Fall 1989 trimester, and 27
continue their education at GSU
after the 1990 Winter and Spring/
Summer trimesters.
Their mean cumulative GPA
was 3.08 on a 4.0 grading scale.
The students' GPA is above the 3.0
GSU cumulative average for
transfer students. The students'
majors included business administration, nursing, office administration, medical technology
and the Board of Governors degree program.
In al~ 33 students transferred
from the City Colleges of Chicago.
The majority of those students 13 - came from Daley Community College. All 13 continued into
the 1990 Winter and Spring/
Summer trimesters. At the end of
those three trimesters, their GPA
was2.83.
Seven Kennedy-King College
students transferred in the Fall
1989 trimester and five of those
students continued into the 1990
Winter and Spring/Summer trimesters. At the end of three trimesters their GPA was 3.06.
Seven students transferred
from Washington College during
the Fall 1989 trimester and three
of those continued into the 1990
Winter and Spring/Summer trimesters. At the end of those three
trimesters, their GPA was 2.14.
Six students transferred from
OliveHarvey College in the 1989
Fall trimester and two continued
into the 1990 Winter and Spring/
Summer trimesters. At the end of
those three trimesters, their GPA
was 3.7.
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Museum Opens Video Vaults
It's time once again to open the
video vaults at The Museum of
Broadcast Communications, 800
South Wells Street, Chicago, now
through March 31, 1991 to sample
'"IV Treasures: The MBC Archives.~
Three months of highlights from
the archives' television collection
will be shown in the Museum's
Kraft Television Theatre, where
each week's screenings will focus
on one of the hundreds of subjects
in the Museum's vast library of
tapes.
Stay tuned ... Coming in
February
The Glaring Light: The American Civil Rights Movement: Jack
Benny: The Classic Television
Performances: and Harry Porterfield: Broadcast Journalist.

The Museum of Broadcast
Communications is open to the
public Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday and Sunday from 12:00
noon to 5:00 p.m.; Saturday from
10 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Monday and
Tuesday, open for tours only).
Suggested donation is $3 for
adults. $2 for students and $1 for
seniors and children under 13. Admission is free to Museum
members.
Programming information for
TV Treasures ... will follow on a
monthly basis. For further information. reservations and upcoming screening schedules. call (312)
987-1500.
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Dear Parents and Friends of the Child Care Prograa:

Special R~quaat Soups
Beef or Turkey Noodle Soups
Teddy Bear Soups
26 oz. Family Size Soups
Microwave Soups
CHUNKY Soups
Quality Soup ' Recipe Mix
Ce•pb~Jll'a lloae' Cookin' Soup 11
Ca•pbell'a Cup 2 Minute Soup Hixea
Cupbell'e Beane

Cruise Ship Jobs

Caapbell'a
Caapbell's
Caapbell'a
Caapbell's
Caapbell's
Campbell's
Caapbell'a

Our Campbell's Labels for Education collection drive ia aoving along at
a fast pace. Now we have an opportunity to further increase our label
total. Between now and February 16, 1991, Ca.pbell Soup Company is
offering a special bonua worth up to 3,000 labela if we send in l¥bels
froa ten selected Ca•pbell brands.
Here is a list of the "Special Selection" brands to look for •••

HIRING Men - Women . Summer/
Year Round . PHOTOGRAPHERS,
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Canbbean,
Hawau, Bahamas, South PaCific, Mex1co.
CALL NOWI can refundable.

1-206-736-7000, Ext.C298

On/Off Campus Recruiting Program
Winter 1991
The On/Off Campus Recruiting Program is an opportunity for GSU students and alumni to be considered for
professional employment by a wide variety of area employers.
The recruiting program uses a pre-screening system. Employers will review applicants' resumes and select
individuals they wish to interview. Organizations may then contact you directly, or they may decide to schedule
interviewing through the Office of Career Services. You will be contacted only if the employer wishes to
schedule an interview with you.
Additional information regarding these employment opportunities is available in the Office of Career Services. Interested students and alumni are encouraged to consult this information prior to submitting a resume
for application.
To apply, simply submit a copy of your resume to the Office of Career Services (Room B1109) for each organization in which you are interested by the date indicated as the Application Deadline.
It is strongly encouraged that you have a credentials file established with the Office of Career Services if you
are participating in the recruiting program or are conducting a professional job search in general. Details onestablishing a credentials file are available at the Office of Career Services.
If you would like help in completing a resume, assistance is also available in the Office of Career Services. A
useful informational handout, as well as individual resume critiquing appointments with the Director, are available to students and alumni. We encourage you to take advantage of these services in order to develop the most
effective resume possible.
PLEASE NOTE: Watch for details regarding ADDITIONS or CHANGES to this schedule in The IDnovator and
in the Office of Career Services.

We believe that the requestfor abortion is a cry for help. We
believe that we can find the solution a woman needs, no
matter what the problem, to avoid killing her unborn child
We believe that every woman is a person. of worth 11Dd
dignity, especially when she is canying a new life within
her.
Our services are offered free of charge to any
pregnant woman in need of them
Prepuey tndaa
ElllpJoy.eat
Houalaa
Leplualatuce
Medical Care
Fl...clal Aiel
Hoapltal care
Payc.. latrlc ..elp
Coaaaelllq
Acloptloa refernl
Aaeacy aupport
Frieacla..lp
Eclacadoa piHCmeat

irthright of Chicago
11235 S. Western Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60643
Phone (31 2) 233-0305

Winter '91 Recruiting Schedule
Organization
LocAtion

Positions Available
Degrees Required

Application
Deadline

MC NEIL PHARMACEUTICALS
Ch1cagohnd

Sales Representative
Any Major

Wednesday
February 13

GLOBAL FIRE PROTECTION CO.
Downers Grove, 11

Fire Protection Field
Any Major

Wednesday

COLGATE PALMOLIVE
Chicago

Sales, Marketing
Any Major

Wednesday
February 13

JOHNSON PRODUCTS
Chicago

Sales, Marketing
Any Major

Wednesday
February 13

AMERIHOST PROPERTIES
Des Plaines

Hotel Opportunities
Business

Thursday
February 14

BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO
Chicago land

Manage.ent Trainees
Any Major

Thursday
February H

COMPUTER TASK GROUP, INC.
Herrillv1lle, IN

Systens Engineer
C~puter Science

Thursday
February

FEDERAL AVIATION AUMIN.
Chicago land

Air Traffic Controller
Any Major

Thursday
February H

GAINER BANK
Merrillville, IN

Manage.ent Trainee
Business

Friday
February 15

GENERAL PARKING
Chicago

Manager
Any Major

Friday
February 15

INDIANA DEPARTMENT DF
CORRECTIONS
Indiana

Any Major

Positions

Friday
February l!i

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
Chicagoland

Revenue Agent, Cri~inal
Investigator, Tax Auditor
Any Major w/ Acct. courses

Friday
February 1!•

RADIO SHACK/TANDY CORP.
Chicago 1And

Retail Manage.ent
Any Major

Monday
February HI

SEARS, ROEBUCK &CO.
Chicago

Various Positions
Any Major

Monday
February 111

Nu~rous

F~bruary

13

Adopt A Pet
For Valentine's Day
This Valentine's Day, if you're
not sure candy and flowers will
win over your love, let Brookfield
Zoo's Venus the Vulture"cut to the
heart of the matter." Adopt Venus
for your sweetheart for $15 and the
object of your affections will
receive a gift card, an adoption
certificate, a photo of Venus, a vulture fact sheet, and a one-year
subscription to the zoo's quarterly
newsletter. Recipients will later
receive an invitation to the annual
Brookfield Zoo Parents' Evening.
Your contribution will help feed
Venus for one year.
For more information about
Brookfield Zoo's animal adoption
program, call (708) 485-0263, ext.
321. This limited offer is good
through February 24, 1991.
Brookfield Zoo is located at
First Avenue and 31st Street in
Brookfield, Ill., and is accessible
from the Stevenson (1-55) and
Eisenhower (1-290) expressways
and the Tri-State tollway (1-294).

Adopt

Venus the
Vulture

for your
Valentine!

Clrusified (708) 534-5000 X2140
Typing Seroices
EXPERT WORD PROCESSING &
TYPING SERVICES
Accurate • Fat - Prole.uw.l
Reaearch/Tera Papers, incl. APA
Foraat. Resuaea/Cover Letters.
Call Today! Ask for Cheryl.
(115) •••,13

------------r------- Help Wanted -------1

PARKER ENTERPRISES

'108i 747-5091
• Term Papers

• Thesis Papers

~ Rc.sume~

• l•.'ord Processing

• Cove~ Letters
• Laser ~Jnting/Multiple Fo1ts

• Reasonable Rates

• Campus

~c.it

Up & Detrvery

DONNA WEDSTER
UNDA'S TYPING& COMPUTER
SERVICES - Five years experience. laser ~ chaJW'grapM,
banners, fliers, APA format $1 per
page. Resumes $5. Volume discounts, rush typing available.
(708) 798-1844.

A Profeaalon•l Typlat
Acedemlc Pepers
Buslnus Letters & Reports
Lege/ Document•
Resumes

Phone (708) 95 7-3429

SPRING BREAK 1991 - Individual or student organization to
promote Spring Break trip. Earn
money, free trips and valuable
work experience. Apply NOW!
Inter-Campus Programs: 1-(800)
~27-6013 or (708)231-4323.
Looking for a student organization
that would like to earn $500-$1000
for a one week on-campus marketing projecl Must be organized and
hard working. Call: Jeanine or
Beverly 1 (800) 592-2121.

Fund Raisers _ _....

POLICE EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES- Receive a computerized listing of position
openings for three months for
$20.00. Positions available ~
out the U.S. Specify POLICE
CHIEF or other law enforcement
positions (PATROLMAN). MULTIPLEX 90 North, Suite 103, Park
Forest, IL 60466.

For Sak

----t

FOR SALE: Complete teleclass
tapes for "Survey of Exceptional
Children." Cost $45.00. Call: (708)
206-1335.

18 711 Loras Lane
Country Club H1lls, IL 604 78

SEE ME. Employed on GSU Campus. (24) hour service. Knowledgeable of APA style term papers, plus resumes with accompanying
cover letters. Also, statistical reports. Specialist as grammarian
proofreader and speller. Computer has many fonts & sizes. Peruse
my portfolio & choose style of prinl I can see you on my break or
lunch. Leave message at: (708) 339-8489.

BEST FUND RAISER ON-CAMPUS!
Is your fraternity, sorority or club
interested in earning $500.00 to
$1,000.00 for a one week, oncampus marketing project? You
must be well organized. Call Lena
at: l 800)592-2121 X.t15.

Next
Deadline
Feb. 7

GSUINNOVATOR
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Richard Hunt Noted Chicago Sculptor Will
Exhibit Models of his Works Feb. 5 to Feb. 28
Besides being a sculptor Hunt
is also a teacher, who has held professorships and artist residencies
at such schools as Yale University, University of Illinois, The Art
Institute of Chicago, Kalamazoo
College and the State University
of New York at Binghampton.
He has about 60 commissions
completed across the United
States. Some of them are: I Have
Been to the Mountain, A Bridge
Across and Beyond, Spirit of
Freedom, Growing in Illinois,
Eagle Columns, and Wisdom
Bridge.
Hunt is also interested in music
and has helped many friends who
are musicians develop presentatitms and performances. The
music ranges from early classical
to the contemporary.
The exhibit of his works will be
in the Visual Arts Gallery which is
in theE Lounge on the first floor of
Governqrs State Univers•ty in the
E section of the building. The exhibit will run from Feb. 5 to Feb.
28.
For more information call:
(708) 534-5000 X2412 or 2461.

Richard Hunt of Chicago who
will have an exhibition of his
works at GSU is the sculptor of the
highly acclaimed work known as
'"Jacob's Ladder.'' This work is on
display in the Carter G. Woodson
Regional Library on Chicago's
South Side.
Hunt was born in Chicago on
September 12, 1935. He was
educated in Chicago's public
schools and went on to the University of Illinois, University of
Chicago and received a BAE from
the Art Institute of Chicago.
He has also won many fellowships and prizes for his sculptures.
Some of the awards are: The
Logan Prize, Palmer Prize, and
Campana Prize all from the Art
Institute of Chicago and the
Guggenheim Fellowship from the
Ford Foundation.
In an interview in The Detroit
News Hunt was asked what it took
to create a successful monumenl
He replied, ··First you have to
recognize that there's no single
solution. It depends on the site
chosen, the people involved and
how well the finished work engages the public. That can be a
pretty heady mix."

Freedman'. Column Detail Model in Show

Computer Workshops
"dBase rv· will meet from 9
a.m. to 4:30p.m. Thursdays, Feb.
7, 14 and 21 on campus. There is a
$300 fee Students will learn the
concepts of database design that
allows them to create applications
such as mailing label systems,
personnel record systems. inventory and sales tracking systems.
The course is designed for beginners and experienced computer
users.
"Lotus 1-2-3 Release 2.X Introduction· will meet from 9 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Saturdays. Feb. 2 and
9, on campus. There is a $l!l5 fee.
Students will learn to create, save
and print financial statements.
sales reports, inventory sheets
and a teacher's gradebook. Its system has built-in math functions to
calculate totals, averages and
more.

'" Microsoft Word" for the Macintosh will meet from 1:30 to 4 30
p.m Saturdays, Feb. 2. 9 and 16, on
campus. There is a $195 fee. This
program has virtually every feature available with any word processing system. including spr ll
check and thesaurus. wmdows for
multiple-document editing, newspaper columns. etc.
" WordPerfect-Introduction ..
will meet from 9 a.m. to 4;30 p.m.
Mondays, Feb. 4 and 11, on rampus. There is a $195 fee. This program allows you to use the
spell-checker. mailmerge, document preview before printing and
a host of formatting features for
quick and easy editing. Students
will learn to create, save, print and
edit documents quickly and
easily.

"Windows 3.0" will meet from 5
to 9 p.m. Sundays. Feb. 10 and 17.
on campus. There is a $105 fee.
The program allows the user to do
multi-tasking on a microcomputer Students will learn how to
use the built-in cardvile. calendar,
notepad and calculator.
For more information on these
courses. or for registration information, contact the GSU Office of
Conferences and Workshops at
(708) 534-5000, extension 2310.

Support Our

Advertisers

Student Life to Take Survey
Goal: Extend Departure Time

The PACE suburban bus se1
vice route 367 serves students who
attend Governors State University. The last bus to leave the university departs at 6:30p.m.
There has been some consideration about asking PACE to
extend the time that the last bus
leaves the campus. In order to
make this a possibility the Office
of Student Life would have to know
just how many of the Governors
State community who use the bus
service would be interested in a
later departure.
The Office of Student Life and
the INNOVATOR are taking a survey to see how many would use
this service. Below is a form to
fill oul

ROU'LE

Staff

the Star to write the segments)
and in the media communications
department, helping to produce
the video.
Unfortunately, although the
pilot program will definitely be
aired, whether or not there will be
any additional segments is contingent upon funding. The Star
paid all costs for the production of
the pilot, according to Robyn
Sandys, Marketing and Publications Manager at the Star.
"We are using the pilot as a
vehicle to show to different companies in hopes of finding a corporate sponsor to continue this
venture. Another possible avenue
of raising funds is selling commercial time for the production"
Sandys says she is quite confident that the Star will be able to
raise the necessary funds to produce a trial six month run of
original programming. Airing
once a month from January to
June, each show would follow the
half hour format.
"Because the Chicagoland area
is so large, the media never fully
cover the issues in the south suburbs. This program will enable us
to reach more people and concentrate on developing our suburban
identity by covering those issues
which impact on our lives in the
outh suburbs."

Ensemble to Perform
During Black History
The nationally acclaimed Black
Music Repertory Ensemble of
Columbia College's Center for
Black Music Research returns to
Chicago to begin its fourth
residency with a debut at Orchestra hall on Wednesday, February
6. at 8:30 PM. Ticket prices range
from $6 - $15 and are available
through the Orchestra hall box office. 220 S. Michigan Ave.. or
phone charge (312) 435-6666.
The concert will feature the
world premiere of "Of Visions and
Truth." a new work by Oily Wilson
that was commissioned by the
Borg-Warner Foundation and will
feature BMRE vocalists, Connie
Ray Albert. Bill Brown and Hilda
Harris. The Winter 1991 residency
of the Ensemble. which performs
aesthetically powerful works by

black composers that have musical, social or hi torical significance. will also include the music
of Camille Nickerson. Jose White.
Hale Smith. Wendell Logan and
Howard Swanson among others.
The Black Music Repertory Ensemble is just one of several projects at Columbia College's Center
for Black Music Research. Others
include a biennial series of
national black music research
conferences, the next of which will
be held in Chicago in October
1991, and a publications program
consisting of Black Music Research Journal and CBMR Dige t.
both issued twice yearly, and the
annual CBMR Monograph series.
For more information, call the
Center at (312) 663-1600 X559.

CAL L• F 0 R • EN T R IE S
Literary
Contributions
now being
accepted
for the

367

NE-W
Literary
Magazine
Short stories, essays,
poetry, graphic art,
and photography
- - - - Certaon tnps only.
Consult Khedule.

Submission Instructions:
1. Material must be original
2. Material must be typed,
double space
3. For notification of acceptance and return of submissions, enclose a
stamped, self-addressed
envelope

...........................................................
Student ....

Video (Conrd. from P. 1)

Other ....

Please fill out and return to the Office of Student Life or
Innovator Office by Jan•1ary 31, 1991

Maillo:
William Milu, do Literary Mapline
Of6c:e oC &~~deAl Lile
Go¥eraon S&a&a UAivenitr
University Park, IL 60466

om... or

